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Abstract
This research aims to provide additional qualitative evidence of the logical relationship between 
governance innovation and public policy in public services in Indonesia with adopting the logic 
model. The logic model is oft en not adopting in the formulation of policies that resulted in the 
implementation of public sector innovation such as cannot show more signifi cant results. Also 
this model is believed to contribute in planning and evaluation of government programs. Most 
of this article based on the literature study and direct observation.  The study also refers to some 
cases were chosen deliberately and treated as evidence by using a descriptive qualitative approach 
for developing an argument and conceptual framework accordingly. This research resulted in 
some information. First, governance innovation will provide multi-benefi ts, not only for the 
government but will involve a range of other institutions. Second, public policy is treated as a 
formal legal basis to keep programs planning and evaluation. That way this article is expected to 
contribute to the knowledge development of logical relationships among governance innovation 
and public policy in the diff erent local contexts Indonesia from countries which oft en becomes 
a reference in managing public service innovation.
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Introduction
Administrative reform appeared due to 
the severity of problems in public administration 
activities (Farazman, 2002). The term is intended 
to increase to case att ention, and consequences of 
social change mainly through the bureaucracy. 
Reform efforts often understood as political 
motives to mobilize policies as a consequence 
of national independence, the anti-corruption 
movement, elite political consolidation, market 
economy expansion, employment, extraction, 
and foreign interests accommodation (Farazman, 
2002). On the other hand, reforms are also the 
practice of power operating in a discursive 
process through truth claims on a particular 
reform model (Paskarina, 2017). 
The reforms carried out in almost all 
forms of government activity and often 
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associated with innovation (Kim & Han, 2014; 
IGI, 2016; and see also Caiden, 2009). The 
classical innovation theory starts by thinking 
“Schumpeterian” which assumes a critical 
dimension of innovation as an economic 
change to develop new products and processes 
that result in high economic value (Sengupta, 
2014). Views about the innovation defi nition 
are widely available in some literature, 
Baregheh, Rowley, and Sambrook, (2009) 
identify 60 defi nitions, innovation has become 
a universal definition adopted by many 
disciplines of knowledge. Innovation defi nition 
is the discovery of new ideas, ways, services, 
processes that are considered to include 
all scientific, technological, organizational, 
fi nancial and commercial or intended to do 
innovation (Baregheh, Rowley, & Sambrook, 
2009; Wisdom et al., 2014; Agger & Sorensen, 
2016). 
Further, government innovation requires 
a set of policies as a guide (Antt iroiko, Bailey, 
& Valkama, 2011; Vries, Bekkers, & Tummers, 
2015). The researchers has highlighted some 
earlier studies that indicate linkages with 
innovation and policy. Siddiquee (2008) found 
that innovations and reforms introduced in 
general produce a positive impact but are 
limited. Therefore, he suggested the proposed 
policy implications should help the formulation 
of strategies and measures to further enhance 
the public service delivery and governance 
innovation of the public service. From the side 
of economic policy, innovation can expand 
the flow of foreign investment capital in a 
country, also implicates against state revenue 
(Fagerberg, 2017). However, the term view 
that policy can be instrumental in supporting 
the innovation has been widespread and 
commonly used (Edler & Fagerberg, 2017). 
The other side, innovation also needs 
to be well managed for such innovations can 
show the benefi ts. Scupola and Zanfei (2016) 
in his investigation revealed that governance 
innovation requires user participation to 
achieve greater inclusiveness. Although the 
governance theory rare in the innovation 
literature (Moore & Hartley, 2008), the 
researchers can learn to governance innovation 
from concept and approach of innovation and 
governance contextually (Antt iroiko, Bailey, & 
Valkama, 2011). Further, some of the existing 
concepts reveal that innovation governance 
at least deals with elements of policy-makers, 
managers, citizens (Hartley, 2005), democratic, 
managerial, development, and service function 
of government (Antt iroiko, Bailey, & Valkama, 
2011). 
Primary goals of this research are to 
provide additional qualitative evidence of 
the logical relationship between governance 
innovation and public policy in public service. 
Surely this article cannot be a present relation 
between governance innovation and public 
policy throughout the public service. However, 
the researchers chose one of the many public 
services in the civil and registration record of 
local government. The reason is, population 
data are signifi cant to use on the map of poor 
population, public services, development 
planning, budget allocation, development of 
democracy, and the rule of law. Also aims for 
self-identifi cation and as a material to policy 
formulate strategic.
Although some studies have previously 
given a basic understanding of relationship 
governance innovation and public policy, 
our focus will be to reconstruct the logical 
framework arguments through the logic 
model. Also, this study provides evidence that 
obtained through the analysis and synthesis of 
scientifi c literature. Therefore, the researchers 
will be reviewing the logic model; the goal is 
to articulate and clarify the general principles 
of reasoning about knowledge for the claim 
and explain the implications and consequences 
inferential of relationship governance 
innovation and public policy. On the other 
hand, this article will discuss the primary 
research question that is until to what extent 
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logical relationship governance innovation 
and public policy in civil registration records 
of local government? The rest of this article 
will discuss the theories framework, research 
methods, research results, and analysis.
Methods
This study adopted a qualitative 
descriptive method to answer the main of 
research question that has suggested before. 
The reason behind that, qualitative methods 
can be sustained by the fact so can explore 
and critically analyze some phenomena that 
surround research objects (Creswell, 2013). 
Also, the researchers use the approach that 
is driven by theory, using some theories to 
maintain investigation and analysis of the 
topics presented. 
Then the researchers critically review 
and analyze relevant scientifi c books, journal 
articles, government regulations to develop 
a conceptual framework that fi t and analyze 
some of the previous studies. The logic model 
is also used to articulate and clarify the 
general principles of logical reasoning about a 
relationship between governance innovation 
and public policy. This study tries to develop 
an appropriate argument, also refers to some 
cases chosen intentionally and treated as 
evidence. The data collected is then analyzed 
and interpreted using triangulation analysis 
to conclude with caution (Creswell, 2013; 
Nassaji, 2015). The last step is presenting a clear 
interpretation through discussions to describe 
a phenomenon and its characteristics.
Results and Discussion
The evolution of governance and 
innovation demonstrated the existence of a 
transition from the new public management. 
That approach illustrates the distribution of 
knowledge and innovation at diff erent levels of 
organization in public administration (Bovaird 
& Löffler, 2009). In practice, improvements in a 
radical and incremental change in government 
activity varied from large-scale national reforms 
to organizational innovation. Governance 
innovation related to how innovation managed 
with innovatively, and how an organization 
is moving from an idea to product or service. 
Understanding and managing innovation are 
one issue most widely in the contemporary 
public administration (Osborne & Brown, 
2011; Torfing & Triantafillou, 2016). Thus, 
governance innovation seems very diff erent 
from innovations in products, services, and 
processes (Moore & Hartley, 2008; Antt iroiko, 
Bailey, & Valkama, 2011; Scupola & Zanfei, 
2016). Governance innovation can promote 
innovation capacity from the public sector, 
arguing that it is oft en viewed as an alternative 
but should view as complementary.
From several existing theories the 
researchers decided to use governance 
innovation theory developed by Antt iroiko, 
Bailey, and Valkama (2011). They mention 
at least governance innovation related to 
democratic, managerial, development, and 
service function of government. The reason, 
governance innovation will provide the 
consequences of any such failure or success 
in innovation implementation (Moore & 
Hartley, 2008; Scupola & Zanfei, 2016). At 
the same time, there is certain timeliness for 
any debate on governance innovation and 
public policy. Leaders need to recognize the 
continuing relevance of traditions and themes 
of innovation responsibility for the public 
interest, integrity, honesty, and empathy 
(Moore & Hartley, 2008; Bovaird & Löffler, 
2009; Anttiroiko, Bailey, & Valkama, 2011; 
Scupola & Zanfei, 2016). Then the researchers 
also established one of the many public policy 
theories developed by Dunn (2016). Dunn (2016) 
provides information that public policy is a 
political activity process. The process describes 
a series of interdependent stages between 
setting agenda, policy formulation, policy 
adoption, policy implementation, and policy 
evaluation. The reason is that the bureaucracy 
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oft en becomes political exploitation, and also 
implement political decisions (Hill, 2005; Dunn, 
2016). 
The researchers will provide a relationship 
attribute from governance innovation and 
public policy theory through a logic model 
to get the logical realities that exist. The 
researchers recognize that these theories may 
revise, but the researchers give the assumption 
that policy will give an urge to the administrator 
to implementing of political decisions through 
government activities including innovation 
initiation. Further, the policy can also be a law 
that makes certain limitations to what should 
be done and not.
Logic Governance Innovation and  Public 
Policy
First, the researchers will understand 
the logic model, how knowledge focuses on 
the logic, system and epistemic features from 
what is called context. Logicians wrote from 
1948 to 1950’s (Rudolf Carnap, Jerzy Los, Arthur 
Prior, Nicholas Rescher, GH von Wright) and 
others acknowledge that the discourse about 
knowledge and beliefs demonstrated systematic 
preferential treatment that recognizes feature 
deductive axiomatic (Gochet & Gribomont, 
2006; Hendricks & Symons, 2006). Most 
systems of logic begin with the assumption that 
resembles the intuitive observation to plan and 
evaluate the program eff ectiveness (Knowlton 
& Phillips, 2013). 
Additional assumptions that serve as the 
basis for majority’s logic includes the recognition 
that knowledge implies truth. Therefore, 
the researchers strive to do observations are 
evaluative, normative, and critical theory 
linking governance innovation and public 
policy. This effort was made rationally to 
determine our cognitive experience by reading 
literature studies, as well as observing the 
innovation, governance and policy activities of 
some local governments. It comes from offi  cial 
government portal information, regulations, 
and direct observation.
Governance Innovation and  Public Policy
As have already explained, this study 
uses the theories of Anttiroiko, Bailey, and 
Valkama (2011) and Dunn (2016) to show the 
reality of their logical relationship. Therefore, 
illustrate the theory in Table 1. 
a. Democratic versus Agenda Sett ing
Democratic in view Antt iroiko, Bailey, 
and Valkama (2011) refers to the political 
process mechanism to the policies production. 
Contemporary policy issues are the policy 
agenda as a separate political process element 
(Mortensen, 2010). For that agenda sett ing is 
an early stage of policy process (Dunn, 2016), 
even some practitioners agree that the initial 
problem identifi cation will off er solutions to 
process further towards policy options that 
allow a problem can be solved with policies 
(Hill, 2005; Liu et al., 2010; Dunn, 2016; 
Baekgaard, Mortensen, & Seeberg, 2018). 
Therefore, the researchers can ask how 
much the resulting local policies to support 
Table 1. 
Logical Relationship Governance Innovation and  Public Policy
Governance Innovation
Antt iroiko, Bailey, and Valkama (2011)
 Public Policy
Dunn (2016) Logical Relationship
Democratic Agenda Sett ing Policymaking process bounded rationality
Managerial Policy Formulation Public choice
Development Policy Adoption Policy diff usion
Service Function of Government Policy Implementation Public service, discretion
Policy Evaluation Public trust (benefi t of innovation; quality 
of public service)
Sources: Elaborate by authors, based on Antt iroiko, Bailey, and Valkama (2011) & Dunn (2016)
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of innovation? Logically each government 
activity should be based on policy. Further, the 
researchers will show a recent study claiming 
that critical agenda are sett ing for the policy 
process. Pump (2011) explained that the 
agenda-setting must be holistic to consider 
the roles and relationships between legislative, 
bureaucracy, and interest’s groups. Some 
parts of policy change can move at diff erent 
speeds, probably caused by the complex 
problems in favor of regime’s authorities. 
Study Baekgaard, Mortensen, and Seeberg 
(2018) show that the bureaucracy so far ignored 
in the determination of policy agenda. The 
professional administrators not given the 
opportunity to respond; even the bureaucracy 
is only considered to carry out every political 
decision. 
Zahariadis (2016) argue why is the study 
of setting policy priorities important, first, 
studying the agenda as a list of priorities helps 
us understand social values. Second, specifying 
the agenda illuminates potential gaps between 
government and the public in democratic and 
non-democratic societies alike. Third, by their 
very existence priorities create political winners 
and losers. Fourth, agenda sett ing profoundly 
aff ects policy decisions. Fift h, agenda sett ing 
imbues meaning and importance to individuals 
and institutions beyond any that is formally 
assigned by constitutional or other legal rules. 
Therefore, we argue that the agenda sett ing is 
not only described as the ability to infl uence the 
importance of the topic public policy agenda, 
but “justice” sees contemporary issues into 
consideration. So the policy will determine 
every program of government activity.
 
b. Managerial versus Policy Formulation
As discussed earlier, government 
administrators not given the opportunity to 
provide feedback on contemporary issues in 
policy formulation. Policy formulation is an 
integral part of the planning process. Therefore, 
the managers (administrators) need to the right 
policies formulate. The researchers see that 
there are several key considerations in policy 
formulation:  fi rst, participation, in the context 
of modern government, citizen participation is 
oft en thought of as a represents of democracy 
(Michels & Graaf, 2010; Michels, 2012). Second, 
organization goals, the policy is the outline and 
basic plan for the public service implementation, 
leadership, and how the way to act (primarily 
about governance, organization). Some 
arguments say, one of the government’s goals is 
to provide excellent public services (Osborne & 
Brown, 2011; Cooper & Reinagel, 2015; Denhardt 
& Denhardt, 2015). Third, consistency, policies 
that violate higher rules must be eliminated 
(Craft & Howlett, 2012). As a consequence, 
the result is inconsistent between policies that 
cannot be adopted appropriately. Therefore, it 
is essential to ensure that all policies are linked 
to organizational goals and should not provide 
guidelines contrary to higher rules. Fourth, 
network and coalitions, the critical consequence 
of policy design is the extent to which executives 
devise policies that can determine the direction 
of the government programs. On the other 
hand, the legislature does not quickly approve, 
therefore conducive conditions between the 
pro government’s and opposition must be well 
preserved (Gerston, 2010). 
For example, some models of good 
government and governance indicating public 
participation is very important. However, that 
in policy formulation, it is often impressed 
that it only obeys the rules, and only involves 
specific communities that do not represent 
the citizen. Worse yet the involvement of 
academics are oft en not included and can give 
the assumption that an independent team of 
academics would be providing input that is 
critical to policy formulation. Therefore, most 
likely to respond to the policy formulation is 
the government administrators (Koski & Lee, 
2014; Romance, 2015). 
Further DuBrin (2006) dividing the 
managerial criterion of a leader be a technical 
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skill, interpersonal skills, conceptual skills, 
diagnostic skills, and political skill. How 
far that ability is will reflect the manager 
(administrators) capacity to be able to manage 
the organization with all the consequences that 
arise. The concept of knowledge management 
teaches a series of strategies, techniques, 
and systems used to manage the knowledge 
(Saulais & Ermine, 2012). The researchers 
admit that measuring the administrators 
capacity not only measured the knowledge 
they have.  However, more important is the 
desire to give changes radically in planning 
and implementation activities.
c. Development versus Policy Adoption
Development technologies platform 
web 2.0, 3.0, and to date has reached 4.0, aims 
to improve the interaction effect between 
government and public (Khan, 2017). The used 
for transformation and technology also lies in 
its logical value and benefi ts. However, the 
available literature reveals a mixed view of 
technology eff ects uncertainty and customer 
engagement at this stage of the new service 
development process (Hameed, Counsell, & 
Swift , 2012; Navarro, 2016). Many innovations 
that can implement, but that innovation 
idea is like left to not developed, in the 
absence of a limited set of rules, budgets, and 
human resources. The researchers see much 
innovation in different local governments, 
but the innovation does not show more 
signifi cant results. For example, innovation 
in the sector of civil registration record, in 
some areas has done various development of 
population administration services to achieve 
the recording targets. 
As Klungkung Regency, motorcycle, 
and car use, to deliver services that reach 
out to remote areas and crowded (Dukcapil 
Kabupaten Klungkung, 2017). DKI Jakarta 
government with innovations Si Dukun 
(Integrated System of Population Document 
Three Institutions) (Dirjen Dukcapil, 2018). 
Some of the innovation literature available 
reveals that innovation is not always presented 
using high technology, but ideas/ways that are 
considered new or developing existing ones 
also include innovation (Sorensen & Torfi ng, 
2011; Torfi ng & Triantafi llou, 2016). Therefore, 
it is essential to provide research facilities 
to develop the innovation for the better. If 
local governments do not have research 
facilities, they can cooperate with educational 
institutions. 
Further, local governments oft en adopt 
the way other as a reference but not adopt in 
the form of policy. The consideration is that 
when the government will decide to adopt a 
similar policy and have succeeded in a diff erent 
place, the policymaker will generally think of 
relative benefi t received (Eseonu & Wyrick, 
2014; Gilardi, 2016). Policy diff usion is not just 
the adoption of similar policies from other 
successful states/regions, but policy diff usion 
is a continuous learning process (Autant-
Bernard, Fadairo, & Massard, 2013; Maggett i 
& Gilardi, 2015; Gilardi, 2016). His goal was to 
fi nd to eff ective and quality policy that does not 
contradict with higher regulation by adopting 
a way from elsewhere by considering the 
characteristics and culture of a particular area.
d. Service Function of Government versus 
Policy Implementation
Service function of government at this 
time more open, accessible, and responsive. For 
this utility to work functions, the government 
must fi nd ways and improve public services. 
On the same side, the user is positioned only as 
a recipient because of public services have been 
regulated. The user does not have the option 
to select of quality, the quantity of service 
itself. Therefore, very innovations contribute to 
public service quality. Only innovation will give 
options to the user in diff erent ways and will 
shape the perception of users that innovation 
is one way the government presents the public 
service.
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In any complicated situation, policy-
making and policy implementation are 
interrelated phenomena and infl uence each 
other. Often, the policy must be changed 
and revised because it takes into account the 
experience gained. Also, the policies are oft en 
subject to various interpretation (Keeler, 2013; 
Howe, 2014; McHarg, 2017). In such cases, 
the administrator is responsible for policy 
implementation, can use their discretion in 
policy interpret. Apart from that, it seems 
that bureaucracy plays a dominant role in 
policy making because of the political system 
under development, on the contrary for 
the bureaucracy in the modern state is very 
dependent on the bureaucracy for policy 
formulation and policy implementation. On 
the other hand, there are oft en interest groups 
aff ecting the policy implementation. Interest 
groups will pursue their interests by using 
tactics on the weak links of the bureaucratic 
chain to infl uence process implementation.
e. Policy Evaluation
Evaluation needs a fresh look at the idea 
of policy evaluation and its intimate, dynamic 
connection with evaluation practice. Policy 
evaluation has always been a topic of concern 
in the fi eld (Trochim, 2009). Policy evaluation 
is an activity where develop an understanding 
of principles and evaluation methods to check 
content, implementation or policy impact. 
For example, the policy of recording data 
and electronic-based documents aimed at the 
integration of data nationally. Electronics use 
only for the printing of the document, and 
data collection on electronic makes it possible 
to shorten the registration time. However, the 
way this has to be balanced with a variety of 
innovations to speed up the process of data 
registration. Although electronic-based, still 
many people have not been registered and 
have documents. The results of observation, we 
found in Aceh Tenggara Regency, January 2017 
there 21,058 not yet to register of population 
data (Dukcapil Kabupaten Aceh Tenggara 
Report, 2017) that exceeds the amount of 
population growth each year as many as 
4,000 (BPS, 2017). The cause is the service of 
discriminatory and still occurrence of illegal 
charges (pungutan liar).
Recent studies have also that revealed 
bad policy product could affect people’s 
lives (Aghion et al., 2010; Bovens & Hart, 
2016). That means existing policy can not 
necessarily be considered successful in its 
implementation. Therefore Trochim (2009) 
confi rms the importance of policy evaluation. 
First, the evaluation policy is valuable for its 
signaling role. Second, evaluation policies 
help make evaluation a more transparent and 
democratic that particular endeavor. Third, 
the evaluation policy is also a mechanism for 
broader learning about evaluation. Fourth, 
the evaluation policy is potentially an effi  cient 
mechanism for changing practice. Finally, the 
evaluation policy is essential because many of 
the controversies in the evaluation are mostly 
about such a policy. 
If the policy is aim nobly, it would greatly 
help government administrators to perform 
their functions. However many policies oft en 
aimed at legalizing the interests of a particular 
group. The policy would be dangerous if starting 
from the formulation with the not procedurally. 
Ministry of Home Aff airs Republic of Indonesia 
report there is a mention about 3,143 rules 
canceled, 1,765 local regulation/regulation of 
regional head which revised, 111 regulation of 
the Minister of Home Aff airs revised, and 1,267 
local regulation/regulation of regional head 
revised by the governor (Kemendagri, 2016). 
Such circumstances given logic models give 
a sign that the process of policy formulation 
is not done with logical thinking, and not 
paying att ention to the implications that this 
may cause.
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Implication Governance Innovation in Civil 
Registration Record
Innovations typology as radical and 
incremental innovation is innovation typology 
refers to the improvement of products, services, 
and processes which has existed (Sen & 
Ghandforoush, 2011). Therefore, to increase 
innovation to show more signifi cant results 
then it needs to be managed innovatively. The 
researchers have highlighted some governance 
innovation from local governments in managing 
innovation on the civil registration records, 
illustrated in Table 2.
Unlike developed countries which 
consider innovation an objective necessity 
(Antt iroiko, Bailey, & Valkama, 2011; Agger 
& Sorensen, 2016; Torfing & Triantafillou, 
2016), but in Indonesian need more eff orts to 
maximize the governance innovation on the 
civil registration records. In this time innovation 
is oft en required in government activities, it is 
not diffi  cult to fi nd innovations in government 
activities. That when practitioners and experts 
create diff erent categories of innovation oft en 
starts with innovation categories of products, 
services, and technology (Moore & Hartley, 
2008). 
The researchers noticed that implications 
of governance innovation in civil registration 
records tend to the direction of collaboration, 
participation, and cooperation with the private 
sector. For example, in general, innovation 
movements in an area are oft en initiated by local 
leaders through a movement of change. Then 
the movement is implementing by institutions 
in the form of collaboration, participation 
with other institutions. On the other hand, 
the cooperation with the private sector for 
information dissemination through electronic 
media distribution did so that information can 
access by the public. However, participation, 
collaboration, and cooperation with the private 
sector oft en have constraints caused by policies 
that do not exist. The researchers see Padang 
Pariaman Regency implement governance 
innovation with a wide range of policy fi rst, 
then followed by a variety of innovatively 
such as direct visits and the use of cars. Our 
logical assumption is that the implications of 
governance innovation are innovation will 
show more signifi cant results when innovation 
manage innovatively with policy support, 
collaboration, participation, and cooperation 
with the private sector. 
Logic Model Governance Innovation and 
 Public Policy
The researchers have discussed the logical 
relationship between governance innovation 
and public policy; and will then show the 
logic model and explain the role of governance 
innovation and public policy. In organizations 
such as governments, requires the design, 
planning, monitoring, and evaluation of each 
Table 2. 
Civil registration record innovation in local government
Local government Civil registration record innovation Core public service
DKI Jakarta City Si Dukun 3 in 1 Collaboration with the hospital, newborn, 
automatically gets essential public 
services such as a family card, residency 
registration number, a social security card.
Batang Hari Regency Village head election (PILKADES) through 
voting electronic system which uses e-ID Card, 
a unique number of the family registration, and 
child born certifi cate
The effi  ciency of electronic election
Tanah Datar Regency Online Anywhere Service Mobile service
Surakarta City Record in the school program The target for 17-year-old
Source:  Regulation Minister of Administrative and Bureaucratic Reform No. 20/2017 (Determination 
Top 99 Public Service Innovations of 2017)
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program. The element of these functions as 
the basis for problem-solving. Therefore, the 
evidence-based model is a great help in any 
context. The logic model was characterized 
initially by planning and program evaluation 
as a tool for identifying performance measures 
(Williams, 2014). Logic models are a graphic 
way to organize information and display 
thinking. Logic models are tools that convey a 
scheme, program, or project in a brief, visual 
format, and logic models describe the planned 
action and its expected results (Knowlton & 
Phillips, 2013). Firstly, will visualization the 
program logic model in Figure 1.
This program model shows the desired 
results including managing innovation 
with innovative ways; it implies producing 
agenda public service desired. If resolved then 
contribute to improve the quality of public 
service. To “read” these models Knowlton 
and Phillips (2013) gives a clue. First look at 
the desired impact or goal of the program that 
is “public service.” Then move to the left  side, 
where resources or inputs to the program is 
register. Logic model using the sequence “if-
then” between of the elements. When applied 
to elements in each column then the sentence 
is “If we have the resources, then we can provide 
this activity.”, “If we pursue this activity, then we 
can generate this output.”, “If we have this output, 
then we will develop these results,” and so on. The 
researchers recognize that logic models are just 
one of many models of how a program might 
be designed and planned for implementation. 
Figure. 1 is, in fact, a program with certain of 
lack. Therefore, Knowlton and Phillips (2013) 
remind us always discussions when a program 
wants to design and how the program could 
Figure 2. 
Evaluation Logic  Model Civil Registration Record
Source:  Modify by Authors, Based on Knowlton and Phillips (2013)
Figure 1. 
Program Logic  Model Civil Registration 
Record
Source:  Modify by Authors, Based on Knowlton 
and Phillips (2013)
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improve through a “mark up” (or critical 
review) that test the program design. 
 In the program evaluation phase, the 
logic model overcomes the problem because 
they illustrate the concepts to consider when 
looking for the program results itself. The logic 
model includes the specifi ed resources/inputs, 
activities, outputs, outcomes, and impacts. 
Further, the model will help to identify a vital 
partnership to improve performance. For the 
evaluation phase we to visualize in a Figure. 2. 
Resources or input is what is needed to 
ensure the program can operate. The activity 
is a tactical action (e.g., innovation, policies, 
publication) which happens to any strategy 
implement. The output is the descriptive 
indicator of specific activities that result. 
The result is a change in knowledge, skills 
or behaviors; its effects reflect changes in a 
shorter period. From the logic model, the 
researchers understand that a program in 
government activities should be designed by 
involving practitioners as a broad contributor of 
knowledge. The weakness of local government 
is rarely using the practitioners’ knowledge 
give to respond. Moreover, governance 
innovation in any sector is not just a concept, 
but implementation becomes more critical to 
show innovation can innovatively provide 
more signifi cant results.
Implementation of the Logic Model 
The government of Indonesia Regulation 
38/2017 about local government innovation is 
the legal basis for innovation implementation. 
For example, about governance innovation, the 
policy does not explain in explicit the way for 
local governments to manage. Therefore, need 
to derivate the local level policies for governance 
innovation in a manner that designed before. As 
fi gures 1 and 2 provide information on how the 
logic model can be instrumental to demonstrate 
impact and goal of innovation. Then the logic 
model also represents the fl ow of activities, 
processes, results, and output. Knowlton 
and Phillips (2013) provide a more detailed 
explanation that the logic model is the process 
of designing a program (innovation) through 
various instruments such as policies. The policy 
will set about mechanisms, goals, and results 
involving a variety of related elements. In the 
case of governance innovation, practitioners 
and academics give the interconnectedness of 
some elements in the governance innovation. 
For example, the involvement of the 
private sector with partnerships model (Alberti 
& Bertucci, 2007), a collaboration model between 
government institutions (Antt iroiko, Bailey, & 
Valkama, 2011; Agger & Sorensen, 2016), the 
involvement of educational institutions as joint 
research eff orts (Torfi ng & Triantafi llou, 2016). 
On the other hand, community participation 
as recipients and users of innovation infl uences 
governance innovation (Hartley, 2005; Antt iroiko, 
Bailey, & Valkama, 2011; Sorensen & Torfi ng, 
2011). If the involvement of some of these 
elements did not explicitly explain in the policy, 
then sometimes the previous program designed 
just impressed the obligations of the power 
regime area (Antt iroiko, Bailey, & Valkama, 2011; 
Denhardt & Denhardt, 2015). The researchers also 
noted that “logic model” does not guarantee that 
this model would be very logical to understand. 
The current references mention many logical 
models that can be adopted logically that present 
possibility, feasibility, and success (Knowlton & 
Phillips, 2013; Williams, 2014). The researchers 
believe that the most signifi cant logic model value 
is its iterative use, a deliberate process aimed 
at improving thinking. At least understanding 
shows that governance innovation and public 
policy relationship will provide a bett er level 
of management eff ectiveness by presenting the 
logic model fi rst in agenda sett ing and policy 
formulation.
Conclusion
Governance innovation was a problematic 
act when innovation implemented, and many 
innovations cannot show more significant 
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results. Specifi cally, for civil registration records 
sector, innovation will increase the population 
data recording. Innovation with appropriate 
governance innovation will provide multi-
eff ect, not only for government needs but will 
involve other institutions. Further, citizen 
participation as users can contribute to the 
development of the innovation further. The 
policy should support any government activity. 
When the policy can not explicitly explain its 
intent and purpose, administrators may use 
discretion to policy interpretation. Policy choice 
also played an essential role in the adoption 
and assimilation of existing policy. The crucial 
role of innovation with all the possibilities that 
exist in government activity is to present good 
public services. 
The researchers are aware of this article 
might be fraught with limitations due to 
incomplete information. However, at least 
this article can complement previous studies 
which also discusses relationships governance 
innovation and public policy. Therefore, 
suggest to researchers of the future study to 
be able to reconstruct this article in empirical 
research again. Finally, the researchers can 
give recommendations to the government 
administrator to perform a logic model in 
advance when planning and evaluation of a 
program. His goal was to see the possibilities of 
various implications caused the program itself 
before a policy will enact.
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